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Forced by necessity into a life of piracy, Senlin and his crew struggle to survive aboard their stolen

airship. Senlinâ€™s search for his lost wife continues, even as her ghost hounds his every step. But

the Tower of Babel proves to be as difficult to reenter as it was to escape.While searching for an

unguarded port, Senlin encounters the camp of Luc Marat, who seems equal parts bandit and

humanitarian. One thing is for certain: his asylum for the downtrodden hods is not as peaceful as it

appears.In desperation, Senlin turns to the mysterious and dangerous Sphinx, with whom Edith

shares a terrible bond. They discover the Sphinxâ€™s help does not come cheaply. Senlin must

choose between his friends, his freedom, and his wife.
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The story of the tower and Senlin's struggles to reunite with his wife continue and if anything the

story is more fantastical as details of the tower are revealed and more grotesque characters emerge

from within and without the tower.Other characters crewing the desperate escape at the end of the

first novel are given more backstory and fleshed out which really helps give other perspectives to

the journeys taken to the tower and their lot within it.I eagerly await more installments and



recommend this series without reservation to any reader who likes a bit of fantastical story telling

and well fleshed out characterization.

I am not one to normally review books. However, I just finished Arm of the Spinhx and cannot, for

the life of me, figure out why more people have not reviewed this thrilling second installment. This

series is definitely under read and under appreciated, and I am hoping more people pick the series

up and give it a shot.First off, I'd like to say that the take of Senlin is suprisingly unique. In this age

of too much copy and paste fantasy, I found this refreshing. Although world building is very opaque,

which is necessary in this story, it is nonetheless expertly crafted. I often find that many authors

don't give us more insight into a character's past and their personality after the first book of the

series. I was very happy to see that this was not the case in Arm of the Sphinx and that the

character's continued to develop and evolve as people, with much influence coming from glimpses

of their lives before being forced together into this motley band.Anyways I'd highly recommend this

book (and series) to anyone who loves great fiction, not necessarily just fantasy fans. Mr. Bancroft's

ability to use brilliant text and dialogue too humanize even the most evil or complex of individuals

definitely make it worth your time.

I absolutely loved this book! It was a wonderful continuance to Senlin Ascends, the transition was

seamless and easy to pick up between the 2 books. I highly recommend this book to anyone

looking to fall in love with characters on an epic adventure!
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